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SIMON HUGHES
CLOSE UP MAGICIAN

Make your wedding even more magical with non-stop
excitement forging memories that people will not stop talking

about. With fast paced sleight of hand, laughter and jaw
dropping magic, everyone will be amazed all night. Simon’s magic
is an incredibly versatile and reliable form of entertainment and
it’s personal qualities will create the perfect atmosphere giving all

your guests exactly the experience you want…



MAKE YOUR WEDDING UNFORGETTABLE
“I had the pleasure of meeting Simon last night and witnessed real magic. He is
fantastic and left us all bedazzled… for a wedding or any party or event, Simon

would most definitely be my first choice….”

He’s young, good looking, talented and he’s taking the country by storm! UK
magician Simon Hughes performs a form of entertainment so powerful you have

to see it to believe it!

Internationally acclaimed magician Simon Hughes combines magic, mind reading and
comedy to leave your audiences breathless and begging for more! And that’s not all!
Simon has performed multiple times on British TV as well as being the official club
magician for the Widnes Vikings RC and has residencies in world famous Ibiza venues.

Simon’s magic is uniquely tailored to incorporate your wedding and your guests. Their
minds read, funny bones tickled and of course, they will participate in, and witness state
of the art magical entertainment. Simon Hughes’ magic is bespoke and unique which
results in the group feeling the magic was created just for them, often responding with
standing ovations.



MORE REASONS
 YOU NEED SIMON AT YOUR WEDDING…

THE PERFECT ATMOSPHERE
Close up magic is a very personably form of entertainment, engaging with your guests,
making them feel part of the show and creating memories they will not stop talking
about. Even during those quiet points like the photo line.

THE PERFECT ICE-BREAKER
No matter how perfect a table plan, there is always some people who don’t quite
know the others at their table, this is not an issue when you have a table magician to
create the perfect talking point, sparking conversation and laughter that sets the mood
for the meal. Similarly when people are arriving into the party later on, having an
entertainer to smooth out the transition and welcome them in goes a long way.



Simon is a member of the Exclusive Wedding Club, an invite
only group of suppliers, a new initiative from the Wedding

Planners Guild UK

TURNAROUND TIME COVER
If your venue needs any time to change over a room, rather than guests waiting round
they are suddenly provided with top notch entertainment so that rather than the
atmosphere lulling, it’s actually heightened. Likewise if there happens to be any delays,
these become unnoticeable as guests are to busy having their minds blown.

YOUR DAY
You’re not getting stock presentations of off the shelf tricks, this is unique to you. You’ll
be left with unique souvenirs and have the option to take part in personal experiences
tailored exclusively to you.



WEDDING PACKAGES
WEDDING AFTERNOON PACKAGE
This starts after the ceremony, entertaining guests as they arrive and whilst having drinks
before the wedding breakfast. As your guests are starting to mingle, a little unexpected
entertainment goes a long way in taking the atmosphere of the room up a notch. It also
includes table magic between the courses of the meal itself, getting conversations flowing at
tables, providing an interactive, personal performance at each table in concert with the
meal, the perfect way to keep everyone entertained throughout.

WEDDING DAY PACKAGE
This package not only gives you maximum entertainment by including performances in
both the day and the evening, but is even more personal to your day. Starting after the
ceremony with strolling magic at the drinks reception followed by table magic at the
breakfast and mix and mingle magic transitioning into the evening and entertainment in the
evening itself all your guests will all get to experience the magic. With this package you will
also go behind the scenes a little to create something unique and truly special for your day.
It also includes special mementos for you and your guests and a unique keepsake at the top
table too.

WEDDING EVENING PACKAGE
With new guests arriving and the party just starting, having a magician to transition the
change in atmosphere, welcoming the new guests into the party with very conversational
magic whilst providing the day guests with even more entertainment, can only be a great
start to the night. This starts after the wedding breakfast providing mix and mingle magic as
the evening guests arrive acting as an icebreaker and helping to maintain atmosphere with
even more close up magic for the evening reception. This also includes some truly special
mementos from your big day for you and also some of your guests.



Credentials & Kind Words
BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE…



BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE…



AS SEEN ON TV…

RESIDENT MAGICIAN

SKY TV viewers may have seen his performance
on Rugby AM where he wowed previous
England player Wayne Godwin with some
awesome magic. Your guests can experience the
TV magic feeling just like he did.

Check out his more recent TV appearance on
the Facebook page

Simon’s corporate experience has allowed him to become the
official club magician for the Widnes Vikings Rugby Club, performing
for both their players and their corporate clients.

SIMON HUGHES MAGIC



THE

B E A C  H    C L U B

Meet the best magician
on the island!

- Miguel Angel Garcia Santillana
 (Baybar Beach Club Ibiza)

There’s a reason that the Baybar beach club
keeps inviting Simon back year after year. They
know what they pay him comes back to them
tenfold. You can relax knowing other
establishments have already tested this
entertainment and they can’t seem to get enough
of it.

TRIED & TESTED ENTERTAINMENT
READY FOR YOUR VENUE

And it shows. You’re getting a professional with
a phenomenal amount experience who knows
how to entertain any audience in any venue.

Simon has spent his summers honing
his skills performing night after night
In one of Ibiza’s top cocktail bars



IBIZA RESIDENCIES

Ever worried that you risk hiring entertainment won’t
fit your day?

Hiring a magician is the answer, it’s intimate nature
makes it a hit wherever there’s people to entertain. A
confident performer can adapt to suit any
environment.

MAGIC IS ONE OF THE MOST
VERSATILE TYPES OF ENTERTAINMENT

That’s why  gave Simon a full years residency after just one night
performing in their club, a venue performing alongside A-list acts like .

Your guests can get that same VIP experience that they will be telling everyone they
meet for months to come.



WHAT PEOPLE ARE ALREADY SAYING…

- 

SIMON HUGHES MAGIC@SIMON.MAGICIAN SIMON THE MAGICIAN




